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•Handmade, one at a time

•Single piece of durable, attractive, solid 
hardwood. No lamination means no falling 
apart!

•Designed and crafted in Maine

•A family business

•Logs sourced from carefully selected 
varieties native to the Northeast

•Sawn planks dried in our Solar Kiln

•Wood grain enhanced and protected by 
hand-applied beeswax and mineral oil; both 
natural and food safe
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W H AT ’ S  T O  L I K E ?

Kitchen Board (111/4 x 18 inches) is roomy enough for 
preparing an entire meal at once or presenting a variety of 
foods.

Artisan boards crafted to celebrate

the natural marvel of wood and the

love of food presentation

Artisan boards crafted to celebrate

the natural marvel of wood and the

love of food presentation

Birch Logs: We saw locally harvested wood into thick 
planks before drying them in our solar kiln.

“Spirit permeates the natural phenomena of 
the world around us. The Tree, possessing such 
a spirit, had this spirit venerated for the ages 
by the crafting of items of beauty and function 
that pay homage to this wonderous substance. 
Humankind has a moral responsibility to 
ensure this veneration of spirit as his price for 
living in the natural world.” 

Howard Chittenden
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Our Solar Kiln: The Maine sun dries wood used to 
produce our artisan boards.



�e Live Edge boards are sculpted to highlight 
the shape and character of grain patterns we 
discover in the logs we saw.

Sizes are equivalant to our Core Collection and 
are a minimum of 3/4 inches thick. 

�ese artisan boards are ideal for preparing 
bread, vegetables, or used as presentation servers 
for meals and snacks. No two boards are alike.
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LIVE EDGE COLLECTIONCORE COLLECTION

Over eons, repeated ice ages scoured to 
bedrock much of New England. With their 
relentless movement, glaciers, often building 
to over one mile in thickness, carried before 
them all soils and living things. As they 
retreated, life reestablished a foothold on 
the violated landscape, finding only the 
barest of soil environments to work with. 
But flora and fauna found a way to adapt 
and flourish in this harsh setting. �e wood 
from our area wonderfully displays this 
vitality in its figure, grain pattern and 
coloration. Celebrate with us, through your 
use and appreciation of these boards, the 
life of this tree.
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W H Y  M A I N E  W O O D ?  

Of Maine Wood is a small family business 
operating from an old ocean side farmstead 
on the rugged coast of Blue Hill, Maine. We 
bandsaw the hardwood logs for our products 
in our field, then dry the boards in our solar 
kiln. �e design of the boards and their 
individual production and hand-finishing all 
happens in our adjacent shop. Each board is a 
lasting and beautiful testimonial to the living 
tree.
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Contact us to order

(207) 374-2541
ofmainewood@gmail.com

�e Kitchen board (11 ¼ x 18 inches) and our 
largest board (Chef board’s: 12 1/2 x 24 inches) 
are roomy enough for preparing an entire meal at 
once or presenting a variety of foods. 
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�e Table board’s (9 3/8 x 18 ¾ inches) long and 
narrow shape makes it the ideal design for bread, 
vegetables, or as a server for meals and snacks.
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�e Classic board (9 3/8 x 15 1/8 inches) functions 
well as a small server for beautifully prepared and 
presented foods.
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�e Starter boards small size (8 ½ x 13 ¼ inches)  
is well suited for serving appetizers or cheese and 
crackers.
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�e Personal board (6 ½ x 9 ¾ inches) singly or 
in sets (Brett boards: sets of 4, 6 or 8 made from 
a single plank) is ideal for children helping in the 
kitchen or as a bread and cheese board.
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